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Abstract
Background: Investigation of molecular heterogeneity provides insights about tumor origin and metabolomics.
Increasing amount of data gathered makes manual analyses infeasible. Automated unsupervised learning
approaches are exercised for this purpose. However, this kind of analysis requires a lot of experience with setting
its hyperparameters and usually an upfront knowledge about the number of expected substructures. Moreover,
numerous measured molecules require additional step of feature engineering to provide valuable results.
Results: In this work we propose DiviK: a scalable auto-tuning algorithm for segmentation of high-dimensional
datasets, and a method to assess the quality of the unsupervised analysis. DiviK is validated on two separate
high-throughput datasets acquired by Mass Spectrometry Imaging in 2D and 3D.
Conclusions: Proposed algorithm could be one of the default choices to consider during initial exploration of
Mass Spectrometry Imaging data. With comparable clustering quality, it brings the possibility of focusing on
different levels of dataset nuance, while requires no number of expected structures specified upfront. Finally, due
to its simplicity, DiviK is easily generalizable to even more flexible framework, with other clustering algorithm
used instead of k-means. Generic implementation is freely available under Apache 2.0 license at
https://github.com/gmrukwa/divik.
Keywords: machine learning; unsupervised clustering; feature engineering; high dimensional data analysis;
omics; mass spectrometry imaging; tumor heterogeneity
Background
Mass Spectrometry Imaging (MSI) is widely used for
molecular profiles discovery as it provides unparal-
leled insight into the metabolomics of a tissue sam-
ple [1, 2, 3]. Applied to tumor, MSI allows to inves-
tigate heterogeneities that could indicate functional
differences across the tissue regions, but also vary-
ing cancer subtypes that require dedicated treatment
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
Technically, MSI is an excellent example of biological
big-data, with the following characteristic:
• Volume — spatial resolution 5− 100µm leads to
10 000 - 4 000 000 spectra potentially acquired
from 1cm2 tissue sample with Time-of-Flight (ToF)
spectrometers
• Velocity — last 3 years led to more than 4 500
MSI datasets uploaded to METASPACE database
[10, 11]
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• Variety — dataset may consist of more than
200,000 mass channels (features) per single spec-
trum (observation) representing proteins, peptides
and metabolites
• Veracity — Acquisition methods and various bi-
ological phenomena introduce heavy duplication
of information, thus capturing the most relevant
nuances becomes hard with dominating high-level
patterns amplified [12]. On the other hand, feature
importance may be diverse across separate regions
of interest.
Efficient analyses of thousands of MSI spectra usu-
ally require careful feature space adaptation, despite
of extensive preprocessing pipeline [13, 14, 15]. In a
fully unsupervised setup, there are following groups of
methods: filtering, linear (e.g. Principal Components
Analysis), non-linear (e.g. Universal Manifold Approxi-
mation and Projection) [16]. Filtering removes features
according to some, often constant threshold. Linear
methods produce new set of features which are linear
combination of the input features. Non-linear methods
aim to find low-dimensional representation which best
approximates distances between pairs of points.
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Further, many clustering methods are known and
can be divided into few major groups, based on their
approach: centroid-based (e.g. k-means), connectivity-
based (e.g. hierarchical clustering), distribution-based
(e.g. Gaussian Mixture Modeling) and density-based
(e.g. graph-cuts clustering). Sometimes method is pro-
posed that exercises more than a single property (e.g.
both connectivity and centroids) of the data and such
a method is called hybrid clustering.
Finally, clustering quality can be captured via met-
rics like Dunn’s index [17] or Adjusted Rand Index [18].
These were introduced for low dimensional data clus-
tering, but studies [19, 20] compare their usefulness for
high dimensional data and subspace clustering. Despite
hundreds of features in clustering are considered prob-
lem of high dimensionality, it is still at least an order
of magnitude less severe than in MSI data analyses.
Therefore a domain-related work must be investigated.
First solutions for Mass Spectrometry Imaging exploit
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and agglomer-
ative clustering [21]. Data is transformed with PCA
and 70% of variance explained is selected. Authors
use Euclidean metric to capture spectra similarity and
Ward linkage to provide the most meaningful results.
The approach is semi-supervised, as it requires manual
setting of the number of clusters, based on histology
examination.
Another work features high dimensional data clus-
tering (HDDC) [22] — a hybrid approach based on
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Locally relevant fea-
tures are obtained as a part of fitting process and the
domain is adapted for each estimated component. Since
the model is Gaussian Mixture-based, similarity of ob-
servations is considered as Euclidean metric in some
subspaces of the original feature space. For MSI data,
combination of HDDC with edge-preserving denoising
of m/z-images is applied [23]. Authors discuss previous
approaches which were smoothing only the cluster-
ing results in a form of result post-processing, while
they propose an approach oriented on m/z-images, so
the denoising provides better quality data for cluster-
ing method. The idea of denoising is extended [24].
Fast Map algorithm adapts the domain and K-Means
clustering follows — simpler than HDDC. Major ad-
vancements are located in denoising stage and will
be omitted here. The overlap of clusters and actual
structures is a primary quality metric, however both
approaches [23, 24] compare visual perception of cluster
consistency.
Region consistency is the main idea behind EXIMS
[25] — a modern PCA-oriented approach. First, the con-
trast of the molecular image is enhanced with histogram
equalization. Then, it proposes a scoring method to as-
sess whether structures exist in the enhanced molecular
image. Random distribution of counts over the image
leads to a low value of score. Common structure types
like: regions, curves, gradients and islets are recognized
with gray level co-occurrence matrix and result in a
higher score value. However, definition of the score is
unbound, thus there is no clear threshold to discern
informative peaks. Finally, the informative peaks are
PCA-transformed and fuzzy c-means algorithm is used
for clustering.
With the rise of single dataset volume K-Means and
spectral clustering are further investigated in a two-
step scenario to speed up computations [26]. In the first
step of clustering several random subsets of input data
are clustered independently and then cluster represen-
tatives are grouped to form the final clusters. Cosine
distance is used as a spectrum similarity measure. Hy-
perparameters selection (i.e. number of eigenvectors of
the connectivity graph) is performed manually to pro-
vide visually best results. Both methods are manually
set to isolate 7 clusters.
The rising single dataset volume is also addressed
in feature extraction techniques. For example, Hier-
archical Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (HSNE) is
claimed superior to classical non-linear techniques [27].
Reduced feature space is constructed hierarchically,
with the approach Overwiev-First, Details-on-Demand.
Firstly, characteristic points of the dataset (landmarks)
are embedded, to provide an overview. Then, a new
embedding is created for local neighborhoods. Each
point has assigned likelihood to be represented by a
specific landmark. Authors discuss how to use maps of
likelihood for molecular segmentation given a landmark,
however clusters of landmarks are proposed manually.
Another scalable feature extraction example is the
Universal Manifold Approximation and Projection
(UMAP) algorithm. More scalable than t-SNE and
preserves more of global structure [28]. Moreover, no
restriction is made on the embedding dimension. Thus
it may be used as a more general feature extraction
method in MSI, as compared to visualizing-only capa-
bilities of t-SNE [29].
Mentioned unsupervised analyses of MSI data via
clustering follow a single schema: candidate peaks are
selected, some domain adaptation is applied and finally
a basic clustering algorithm is applied. This approach
has several drawbacks.
• PCA applied to the whole dataset at once is able
to capture the most variance on high level, but at
the same time discards all of the nuances. These
nuances might be crucial for hierarchical analyses.
Other domain adaptation methods may partially
resolve the issue, but with thousands of dimensions
disproportion between low- and high-level detail
is significant.
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• Non-hierarchical approaches (e.g. one-step, two-
step) can’t provide insight on the internal struc-
tures unless the molecular differences are dominat-
ing whole dataset.
• Only hierarchical approaches describe the relation
of subgroups in a form of the clustering tree, that
captures context like parent, child, or sibling. This
context provide additional insight into molecular
diversity. For example, parent-child relation of clus-
ters may describe different functional subregions of
tumor region, while sibling clusters may represent
other types of tumor.
• Agglomerative or bisecting deglomerative hier-
archical algorithms provide limited information
about siblings, since on each level only two objects
are merged or divided. Therefore lot of siblings is
mistreated as an artificial parent-child relation. To
identify such cases, an additional post-processing
step would be required.
We propose a hybrid framework that is a direct an-
swer to the above drawbacks: Divisive intelligent K-
Means (DiviK). First, it has hierarchical nature, to
provide the most comprehensive insight. Second, dur-
ing the analysis, domain adaptation is performed for
each region of interest separately, going from top level
of whole dataset down to each subcluster. Finally, a
check is performed before ROI analysis, whether there
exist an evidence that diverse groups are present in the
ROI (see Figure 1).
feature space
adaptation
ROI diversity
confirmation
unsupervised
split
recursively for each subregion
Figure 1 Proposed hierarchical framework for unsupervised
clustering of MSI data with local feature domain adaptation.
For each ROI an analysis is performed whether it contains any
implicit structures. If structures are present, molecular
segmentation is continued recursively for each subregion.
Implementation
In this section three main components of the DiviK
framework are described: feature filtering, stop condi-
tion check and clustering. The described composition
is used to obtain the results further discussed, however
it is noteworthy that all the components are replace-
able. That means, one could easily use e.g. DBSCAN
algorithm (or any other) instead of K-Means as long
as certain conditions are met.
Feature Space Adaptation
A method for adaptive feature filtering in biological
big data is already known [30] and fine-tuned [31]. It is
validated with similarly massive amount of features as
in MSI datasets, using microarray gene expression data.
The method is based on GMM decomposition of a his-
togram of feature variance, abundance, or other kind of
characteristics. The work specifies which components
should be used, but the number of components and
characteristics of MSI data differs and these aspects
must be carefully calibrated for MSI. Firstly, we aim
for a hands-free pipeline, thus Bayesian Information
Criterion is exploited to select the optimal number
of GMM components for filtering. Secondly, out of
numerous default feature characteristics we selected
abundance logarithm and variance logarithm as promis-
ing candidates that allow for significant discrimination
of features (see Figure 2).
Figure 2 Data-driven feature filtering based on histogram
decomposition. For each feature it’s abundance and variance
are considered. Histograms of logarithms of these two
characteristics are decomposed into GMM. Crossing points of
neighboring components are candidate thresholds (magenta).
For the abundance levels (panel A) we select the first
component to remove (black). For the variance (panel B) we
persist only the topmost components that together persist at
least 1% of all the features.
This component is replaceable by any unsupervised
feature space adaptation, including PCA, UMAP, or
other filtering method than proposed here.
Stop Condition
There exist many indices to validate quality of unsu-
pervised segmentation. These take into account clus-
ter separability, compactness or probabilistic measures.
However, there is just a few that allow for a comparison
of a multi-cluster partition to an artificial single-cluster
partition. For K-Means algorithm, the GAP statistic
[32] is one of the opportunities. It relates each partition
obtained via centroid-based clustering, to partitions
obtained via the same method over random datasets
within the same bounds. We use GAP in two-trial sce-
nario to construct a test for diversity inside a ROI (see
Figure 3).
This component is replaceable by any kind of multi-
dimensional data unimodality check.
Clustering
K-Means clustering is neither the most powerful nor
efficient clustering method known. However, due to
its simplicity, it is highly interpretable and open for
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Figure 3 Flowchart of GAP statistic computation used in the
two-trial scenario. Spectra belonging to an ROI are artificially
clustered into a single cluster and then into two clusters. GAP
statistic is compared for both cases. If spectra are forming just
a single group, GAP statistic tends to be greater for artificial
division. Otherwise it tends to be greater for two clusters (but
not necessarily optimal).
calibration to the requirements of specific domain. Thus
we select it as a flexible baseline to demonstrate the
concept of DiviK framework. For the purpose of MSI
data analysis, we adjust the distance metric [33] and
the initialization method.
K-Means algorithm requires the number of clusters
to be specified upfront. Since the actual number of
molecularly homogeneous regions is unknown, we use
unsupervised quality metrics to guide the computations.
Current implementation has Dunn’s index [17] and
GAP statistic [32] already included.
This component is replaceable by any unsupervised
clustering algorithm with an automated selection of
the number of clusters.
Initialization Method
Due to the gradient nature of K-Means clustering, one
needs an effective initialization method that could ap-
proximate the global optimum of the target. Although
such method is already proposed and verified with MSI
data [33], we introduce two extensions:
• Robustness to outliers – We select the objects
closest to fixed percentile of distances, not the
extreme.
• Scalability – We build a KD-Tree first, as a high-
level overview of the dataset. The maximal leaf size
is a fixed percentage of the input data. The linear
model is built on top of KD-Tree segments instead
of all data, which greatly reduces the amount of
computations. The KD-Tree is further exploited
during selection process.
Technology
DiviK is written mostly in Python and distributed
cross-platform under the Apache 2.0 license through
Python Package Index (https://pypi.org/project/
divik/) and Docker Hub (https://hub.docker.com/
r/gmrukwa/divik). It is designed to be simple and ef-
ficient, accessible to a non-expert, and highly reusable.
Thus DiviK is accessible in Python directly and via
command-line interface (CLI). Python API follows the
scikit-learn [34] design patterns and similar package
organization conventions to provide reusable building
blocks. CLI allows constructing highly-flexible process-
ing pipelines due to injection-based configuration sys-
tem.
Results
We evaluate the tool against two MSI datasets of dif-
ferent characteristics:
• Oral Squamous Cell Carcinoma (OSCC) — single
annotated slices from two different patients;
• mouse kidney — 75 slices from a single 3D-
allocated mouse kidney without the annotation.
For each dataset, DiviK is compared to the different
clustering and feature extraction methods combined.
We select k-means and spectral clustering as repre-
sentatives of clustering algorithms validated for MSI.
Both are used in fully unsupervised setup with number
of clusters selected using GAP statistic. For feature
extraction we use either no extraction, PCA with knee-
based selection of number of components [35], PCA on
top of EXIMS-preselected features, and UMAP.
All the experiments were carried out in Polyaxon
environment [36].
Oral Squamous Cell Carcinoma
The OSCC dataset [33] is a two-dimensional MALDI-
ToF MSI dataset. We selected a subset consisting of
two patient samples of 19,874 spectra and 3,714 GMM
components in total. Spectra are provided with an
annotation of the tissue type, allowing to distinguish
tumor, epithelium and healthy areas (Figure 4).
The dataset is segmented using all the combinations
of aforementioned methods. As the volume of 2D data
is lower, we additionally include spatial clustering [24]
into the comparison.
DiviK is sweeping for up to 10 clusters on each seg-
mentation level. It operates with correlation distance.
The minimal number of features that it is required to
preserve is 1%. We do not split the cluster further if
it already is 200 spectra or less. Leaf size during the
initialization is 1% of the subset size and the algorithm
starts from the leaf containing 99th percentile of the dis-
tance. Computing Dunn’s and Gap indices we sample
10 times 1,000 spectra each. K-means clustering is set
up for sweep up to 50 clusters, with the same criteria
for computing the Gap index as DiviK and the corre-
lation distance as well. Spatial clustering is launched
with a radius of 7. Spectral clustering is used with co-
sine metric during the embedding and the embedding
with the number of components equal to 1% of the
number of features. UMAP was ran with 30 neighbors,
correlation distance, 500 epochs and negative sample
rate of 70 to obtain 3 components.
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Figure 4 Microscope image of HNC samples annotated by a
pathologist. Red — tumor; cyan — epithelium; magenta —
connective tissue; yellow — muscle; green — salivary gland.
Due to medical relevance we focus mostly on tumor and
epithelium tissue — the origin of OSCC.
Fully unsupervised approach yields varying number
of clusters that requires normalization before any nu-
merical assessment. The normalization procedure is
explained in the Figure 5.
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Figure 5 Cluster labels normalization procedure. Red: false
negative; cyan: false positive; grey: true positive tumor. In the
first step a binary decision is made whether label should belong
to one of pathologist-defined regions. Clusters are sorted by the
percentage of their area covered by the ROI. They are selected
sequentially to optimize the Dice index. Secondly, all ambiguous
assignment are resolved via optimization of Rand Index to form
the normalized labels.
We use this dataset to compare the limits of ROI
reconstruction capabilities when using specific configu-
rations. With clusters matched to pathologist’s ROIs,
following quality metrics are considered:
• Dice Index — to capture tumor reconstruction
capabilities;
• Rand Index — to capture global multi-ROI recon-
struction capabilities;
• EXIMS score — to capture the spatial consistency
of the clusters.
The EXIMS score is an unbound measure, useful
during comparative analyses, but its magnitude is hard
to interpret. Therefore we scaled and clipped the values
so the highest multi-cluster result is 1.
Performance visualization of the DiviK algorithm
and remaining configurations is presented in the Figure
6. Exact values of quality metrics are available in the
Table 1. Normalized map of the clusters obtained in
the process is presented in the Figure 7.
Dice Index
EXIMS
Score
Rand
Index
0.81
1.00
1.04
1.09
1.12
1.14
1.15
1.15
1.17
1.19
1.191.22
1.25
1.29
1.32
1.36
Figure 6 Quality indices of ROI composability by the obtained
clusters. Next to the point there is the length of the vector —
used as the quality measure. Arrow indicates the top result.
Table 1 Values of quality indices measured for OSCC data.
Dice
index
relative
EXIMS
score
adjusted
Rand
index
overall
quality
clustering
algorithm
feature
extraction
method
0.4844 0.5891 0.2792 0.8122 Spectral UMAP
0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 Spatial UMAP
0.0000 1.0000 0.2723 1.0364 K-Means Knee PCA
0.5129 0.8323 0.4827 1.0903 K-Means EXIMS PCA
0.7418 0.6449 0.5447 1.1237 Spectral EXIMS PCA
0.5043 0.9712 0.3364 1.1449 K-Means none
0.7238 0.7225 0.5231 1.1487 K-Means UMAP
0.7065 0.7639 0.4985 1.1537 Spatial Knee PCA
0.7765 0.6383 0.6082 1.1749 DiviK EXIMS PCA
0.7966 0.6520 0.5906 1.1868 Spectral none
0.7540 0.7289 0.5567 1.1873 DiviK Knee PCA
0.7720 0.7587 0.5617 1.2195 Spatial none
0.8369 0.6568 0.6534 1.2485 DiviK UMAP
0.6897 0.9891 0.4594 1.2904 Spectral Knee PCA
0.8672 0.6977 0.7035 1.3167 Spatial EXIMS PCA
0.7372 1.0000 0.5433 1.3560 DiviK none
Mouse Kidney 3D
The mouse kidney dataset [37] is a three-dimensional
MALDI-ToF MSI dataset. It consists of 75 sections
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Figure 7 Results of the unsupervised analyses for OSCC data.
Clusters were matched to the pathologist regions using the
method described. Red — tumor region; cyan — healthy
epithelium; gray — other tissue.
from the central part of a mouse kidney, 1,362,830
spectra in total, 7,680 data points each. The dataset
was already a subject to Gaussian spectral smoothing
and baseline reduction with Top Hat algorithm.
We conduct clustering in the same scenarios as pre-
viously. There are no labels available for the spectra,
thus the capabilities of heterogeneity detection must be
assessed visually. Clusters are subject to a similar post-
processing procedure as already described to indicate
the similarities between results.
The minimal number of features that DiviK is re-
quired to preserve is 0.5%. We do not split the cluster
further if it already is 50,000 spectra or less. Leaf size
during the initialization is 0.1% of the subset size and
the algorithm starts from the leaf containing 95th per-
centile of the distance. Computing Dunn’s and Gap
indices we sample 10 times 5,000 spectra each.
In the Figure 8 we present volumes with clusters
marked. Spectral clustering is not included, as the
computational complexity of the basic approach does
not allow for enough scalability. On the other hand,
two-step approach [26] does not lead to convergence.
Discussion
Oral Squamous Cell Carcinoma
As one can see in the Figure 7, it is possible to ob-
serve varying capabilities for heterogeneity detection
depending on the selected methods for clustering and
feature selection. For example, UMAP combined with
spatial clustering does not create clusters overlapping
with biological structures (Dice index 0.00, Rand in-
dex 0.00), even though both spatial clustering (Dice
No feature extraction Knee PCA EXIMS UMAP
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Figure 8 Results of the unsupervised analyses for mouse kidney
data.
index 0.77, Rand index 0.56 with no feature extraction)
and UMAP (Dice index 0.72, Rand index 0.52 with
K-Means) tend to exhibit high potential for capturing
the necessary detail (see Table 1).
On the contrary, spatial clustering with EXIMS-based
feature extraction approximates tumor region with the
highest Dice index and the top ROIs composition ex-
pressed via Rand index. However, these are not the
only criteria used by the medical experts during the
quality assessment.
Visual comparison between clusters (Figure 7) and
pathologist-annotated ROIs (Figure 4) shows that spec-
tral clustering and DiviK yield rather stable regions
regardless of the feature extraction method.
Finally, the trade-off between the agreement measures
and the cluster visual consistency is assessed through
EXIMS score and overall quality concept (see Figure
6). Naturally, the top EXIMS score is achieved for
the most consistent segmentations which yield a single
cluster (spatial clustering with UMAP) or miss one
of the ROIs completely (K-Means with PCA). Since
these are not relevant from the medical point of view,
we bind their relative EXIMS score at 1.0 for further
considerations. The next top EXIMS score is achieved
for DiviK clustering without external feature extraction
technique. That renders its overall quality a top one.
Additionally, all the DiviK configurations yield overall
quality over the median (1.1643).
Mouse Kidney 3D
Published benchmark datasets [37] are specifically ori-
ented on high-scale computations. Such scale signifi-
cantly increases the risk that crucial details are missed.
Moreover, it renders many methods useless due to its
computational complexity. Therefore additional modi-
fications are sometimes required [26].
As one can observe in the Figure 8, the situation of
algorithm yielding just a single cluster is much more
often:
• K-Means without feature extraction;
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• Spectral clustering without external feature ex-
traction;
• Spectral clustering with UMAP feature extraction.
Structures discovered via K-Means and DiviK algo-
rithms look consistent when compared to other work
[27, 38] exercising this data.
Conclusions
DiviK is a tool that provides a reasonable trade-off
between accuracy of unsupervised heterogeneity discov-
ery and consistency of obtained clusters. It seems to be
scalable and robust enough to cope with both low- and
large-scale MSI data. Through comparing with other
configurations already proven for MSI we show that Di-
viK is feasible for real-world applications when applied
to solve a complex multi-dimensional problem. Finally,
DiviK framework could be easily extended to support
other kinds of biological big data, via performing simple
adaptation of filters.
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